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This request is for the digits with slashes that are used in figured-bass music notation in
Baroque and neo-Baroque compositions.

Thanks to the International Music Score Library Project (https://imslp.org) for facilitating
access to public-domain music scores.

Characters
Because the form of the “slash” varies between digits, an over-striking character such as
U+20E5 COMBINING REVERSE SOLIDUS OVERLAY is not adequate for publication. The final two
symbols are distinguished by the slash being placed lower than in the more common ‘5’ and
‘7’ symbols they contrast with. 

 1D1F7 MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT TWO WITH SLASH. 
Figures 1, 4, 7, 10, 12–14, 16, 20, 22, 35, 38, 44.

 1D1F8 MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FOUR WITH SLASH. 
Figures 1–2, 4–8, 12, 14, 16, 19–22, 24–25, 33, 37–38, 44, 50.

 1D1F9 MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FIVE WITH SLASH. 
Figures 1, 9, 11–14, 16–18, 23–25, 33, 39, 44–45, 48, 50.

 1D1FA MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SIX WITH SLASH. 
Figures 1–2, 5–8, 10–16, 18–19, 25, 29, 31, 33, 35, 40, 46–48, 50.

 1D1FB MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SEVEN WITH SLASH. 
Figures 2–3, 11–12, 14, 18, 35–36, 48, 50.

 1D1FC MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT NINE WITH SLASH. 
Figures 10, 12, 14, 25, 39, 41, 50.

 1D1FD MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FIVE WITH LOW SLASH. 
Figures 12–14, 26–28, 30–32, 34, 40, 42–47.

 1D1FE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SEVEN WITH LOW SLASH. 
Figures 14, 30, 40, 42, 47–48, 50.

https://imslp.org/
rick
Text Box
L2/23-277



Properties
1D1F7;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT TWO WITH SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F8;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FOUR WITH SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1F9;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FIVE WITH SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1FA;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SIX WITH SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1FB;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SEVEN WITH SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1FC;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT NINE WITH SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1FD;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FIVE WITH LOW SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1D1FE;MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SEVEN WITH LOW SLASH;So;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;

Annotations
1D1F7 MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT TWO WITH SLASH

= raised 2nd
1D1F8 MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FOUR WITH SLASH

= raised 4th
1D1F9 MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FIVE WITH SLASH

= raised 5th
1D1FA MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SIX WITH SLASH

= raised 6th
1D1FB MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SEVEN WITH SLASH

= raised 7th
1D1FC MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT NINE WITH SLASH

= raised 9th
1D1FD MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT FIVE WITH LOW SLASH

= diminished 5th
1D1FE MUSICAL SYMBOL DIGIT SEVEN WITH LOW SLASH

= lowered 7th. 
Not appropriate for ⟨7⟩, the barred form of the digit 7 used in much of Europe.



Chart
Greyed-out cells are already assigned or (light grey) are requested in separate proposals. 

Musical Symbols
1D100 1D1FF

1D10 1D11 1D12 1D13 1D14 1D15 1D16 1D17 1D18 1D19 1D1A 1D1B 1D1C 1D1D 1D1E 1D1F

0 𝄀 𝄐 𝄠 𝄰 𝅀 𝅐 𝅘𝅥𝅮��  𝅰
 𝆀� 𝆐 𝆠 𝆰 𝆺𝅥𝅯�� 𝇐 𝇠 

1 𝄁 𝄑 𝄡 𝄱 𝅁 𝅑 𝅘𝅥𝅮��  𝅰� 𝆀�  𝅰𝆑 𝆡 𝆱 𝇁 𝇑 𝇡 

2 𝄂 𝄒 𝄢 𝄲 𝅂 𝅒 𝅘𝅥𝅮�
  𝅰' 𝆀( 𝆒 𝆢 𝆲 𝇂 𝇒 𝇢 

3 𝄃 𝄓 𝄣 𝄳 𝅃 𝅓 𝅘𝅥𝅮��  𝆃 𝆓 𝆣 𝆳 𝇃 𝇓 𝇣 

4 𝄄 𝄔 𝄤 𝄴 𝅄 𝅔 𝅘𝅥𝅮�'  𝆄 𝆔 𝆤 𝆴 𝇄 𝇔 𝇤 

5 𝄅 𝄕 𝄥 𝄵 𝅅 𝅕  𝅰�  𝆀N 𝆕 𝆥 𝆵 𝇅 𝇕 𝇥 

6 𝄆 𝄖 𝄦 𝄶 𝅆 𝅖  𝅰[  𝆀\ 𝆖 𝆦 𝆶 𝇆 𝇖 𝇦 

7 𝄇 𝄗 ́Y 𝄷 𝅇 𝅗  𝅰g  𝆀h 𝆗 𝆧 𝆷 𝇇 𝇗 𝇧 

8 𝄈 𝄘 Ź 𝄸 𝅈 𝅘𝅥𝅮  𝅰r  𝆀s 𝆘 𝆨 𝆸 𝇈 𝇘 𝇨 

9 𝄉 𝄙 𝄩 𝄹 𝅉  𝅰~  𝆀� 𝆙 𝆩 𝆹 𝇉 𝇙 𝇩 

A 𝄊 𝄚 𝄪 𝄺 𝅊 𝅚 𝅪  𝆀� 𝆚 𝆀� 𝆺𝅥𝅯 𝇊 𝇚 𝇪 

B 𝄋 𝄛 𝄫 𝄻 𝅋 𝅛 𝅫  𝅰� 𝆀� 𝆛 𝆀� 𝆹� 𝇋 𝇛  

C 𝄌 𝄜 𝄬 𝄼 𝅌 𝅜 𝅬  𝅰¢ 𝆌 𝆜 𝆀¥ 𝆺𝅥𝅯� 𝇌 𝇜  

D 𝄍 𝄝 𝄭 𝄽 𝅍 𝅝 𝆀  𝅰® 𝆍 𝆝  𝅰± 𝆹�� 𝇍 𝇝  

E 𝄎 𝄞 𝄮 𝄾 𝅎 𝅗�  𝅰�  ̧𝅰 𝆎 𝆞 𝆮 𝆺𝅥𝅯�� 𝇎 𝇞  

F 𝄏 𝄟 𝄯 𝄿 𝅏 𝅘𝅥𝅮�  𝅰�  𝅰Â 𝆏 𝆟 𝆯 𝆹�� 𝇏 𝇟  



Background
In the Baroque period of classical music (c. 1600–1750), it was almost universal to have a
basso continuo part, which supplied a bassline and a chord progression. Usually, this would be
notated as a single stave for the bassline, with the chord progression being indicated by
numbers (the so-called “figured bass”). The practice survived for a time beyond the Baroque
period, especially in sacred music (which often in the following Classical period retained a
tendency  towards  archaicism).  While  it  is  not  generally  used  in  music  composed  today
except for neo-Baroque compositions, reading and realising figured bass is still commonly
taught  to  music  students  in  the  present  day,  and it  is  preserved  in  modern editions  of
Baroque music.

The  numbers  indicate  intervals  above  the  bass  note,  with  the  defaults  being  applied
according to the key signature. For example, in the absence of a key signature, a C in the bass
with the figures 6 and 4 stacked below it indicates the chord C-F-A (F being a fourth above C,
and A being a sixth). But if the key signature has three flats (B♭, E♭, and A♭), then this means
C-F-A♭, as the key signature turns the “default” sixth above C into an A♭ rather than an A .♮
(Some common combinations of numbers are often abbreviated, e.g. 6 on its own usually
means 6/3, and 7 on its own usually means 7/5/3, but this is not relevant for the proposal.)
Normally, the choice of octaves is left up to the player, so numbers above 9 are uncommon.

In order to denote chromatic alterations, accidentals can be placed beside the figures. For
example, a C in the bass with “♭7” marked would imply that a B♭ is to be present in the chord,
rather than a B . The number 3 is often left off as understood: for instance, a C with “♭”♮

marked is understood as requiring an E♭. There is some variation regarding whether the
accidental should come before or after the figure, e.g. “♭7” or “7♭”, but the meaning is the
same  either  way.  (Historically,  both  forms  might  appear  in  the  same  work,  as  seen  for
example in Fig. 24.)

However, there is another figure convention used to express relative alterations, and that
has survived into present-day teaching and editions: the digits 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9 can all have
a slash placed through them to express raising the expected note by one semitone (see Figs. 5
and 6). This is a relative adjustment: if the default sixth above C is A♭, then “6-slash” means
A . But if the default sixth above C is A, then “6-slash” means A♯. The 9-slash is quite rare,♮

but an example appears in No. 29 of J. S. Bach’s St. Matthew Passion in Fig. 10. In general, the
slash is a backslash (going from top left to bottom right), though in the case of digits with
horizontal strokes (i.e. 2, 4, 5, 7) it frequently crosses that stroke vertically, something that
may be approximated typographically as a plus sign after the digit (e.g. “4+” for “”). We



have found one modern instance of a forward slash being used in this capacity, on a 7 (Fig.
11); this is not uncommon historically, but seems to have become rarer since then.

These symbols are included in the SMuFL standard under “Figured bass” and “Figured bass
extended,” being assigned code points in the Private Use Area. (See Fig. 14.)

In historical sources, the situation is much more complicated. Slashes may be used to signify
raising or lowering of a figure, depending on where exactly they are placed; other symbols
that  have been used are drawing an accidental  through the digit,  slashes  with hooks (to
distinguish raising from lowering – also presumably because these would look similar to
drawing a flat through the digit), or even double-slashes. Slashes on the digits 1, 3, and 8 can
also be found, albeit very rarely: slash-3 never came into general use because it is quicker to
write a bare accidental, and slash-1 or slash-8 would require a quite particular circumstance
to be needed.  (We have yet to encounter a slash-0,  which would be unnecessary on two
grounds: firstly it would require explicitly indicating a compound interval, and secondly it
would be equivalent to the unnecessary slash-3.) For a detailed discussion, see chapter 23 of
Arnold (1965). The most relevant parts of this chapter have been reproduced in the figures.

Many of these additional historical symbols do not survive in modern practice, and in the
absence  of  a  demonstrated modern need we do not  propose  them,  with  two exceptions
regarding the digits 5 and 7: 

• A slash through the bowl (or, in some modern sources, the entirety) of a 5 is often used to
mark the diminished fifth, contrasting with a slash through the top stroke for the raised
fifth.

• A slash through the  descender of  a  7  is  often used to  mark the  diminished seventh,
contrasting to a slash through the top stroke for the raised seventh.

These two additional symbols may be found in SMuFL, and we propose them here.

References
F. T. Arnold (1965), The Art of Accompaniment from a Thorough-Bass as Practiced in the XVIIth &
XVIIIth Centuries. Dover Publications, New York.



Figures
The following figures provide evidence for the symbols in context, as well as for the range of
glyph variation. Figures 1 to 15 show current usage; figures 16 through 32 show historical
examples, which may or may not be in accordance with standard practice; and figures 33
through 51 are from Arnold (1965).

 

Fig. 1. Excerpts from J. S. Bach, Violin Sonata in E minor, BWV 1023 (composed 1714–1717).
Bärenreiter Verlag, Kassel (1958), ed. Günter Haußwald. Taken from pp. 75, 78. Digits 2, 4, 5,
and 6 with slash. (The digit 2 with a slash sometimes resembles the Jupiter symbol, ♃; the last
excerpt shows two possible forms of it.)



Fig. 2. Ibid (p. 79), but also with a digit 7 with slash (extreme upper right, extracteds below).

Fig. 3. W. A.  Mozart,  Missa brevis in G,  KV 49/47d (composed 1768).  Bärenreiter Verlag,
Kassel (1968), ed. Walter Senn, p. 3. Digit 7 with a slash (clearer than Fig. 2).

Fig. 4. Ibid, p. 9, with a form of slash digit 2 showing a backward slash (unlike the examples
seen in Fig. 1).



Fig. 5. Walter Piston, Harmony, Victor Gollancz Ltd. (1959), p. 147. A modern textbook asking
students  to  realise  figured  bass.  Note  that  here  the  slash  through  the  4  is  a  backslash,
whereas the slash through the 6 is vertical.

Fig. 6. Stefan Kostka, Dorothy Payne, and Byron Almén, Tonal Harmony with an Introduction to
Twentieth-Century Music (7th ed., 2013). McGraw-Hill, p. 44. An explanation of slashes and plus
signs in figured bass, showing the numbers 4 and 6 with slashes.



Fig. 7. J. S. Bach,  Herz und Mund und Tat und Leben, BWV 147 (composed 1723). Breitkopf &
Härtel, Leipzig (1884), ed. Paul Waldersee, reprinted by E. F. Kalmus (n.d.), p. 205. Digits 2, 4,
and 6 with slashes.

Fig. 8. W. A. Mozart, Requiem, KV 626 (composed 1791). Ernst Eulenberg, Leipzig (1932), ed.
Friedrich Blume, p. 13. Digits 4 and 6 with slashes.

Fig.  9. W. A.  Mozart,  Piano Concerto,  KV 415/387b (composed 1783).  Bärenreiter Verlag,
Kassel (1976), ed. Christoph Wolff, p. 128. Digit 5 with a slash (also, an example of figured
bass appearing  above rather than  below the staff). Unlike Fig.  1,  in this case the slash is
vertical.



Fig. 10. J. S. Bach, St. Matthew Passion, BWV 244 (composed 1727). Bärenreiter Verlag, Kassel
(1972), ed. Alfred Dürr and Max Schneider, p. 135. The rightmost highlighted figure is the
rather rare 9-slash.

Fig. 11. Ibid, p. 148. The rightmost figure is a 7-slash with a forward slash, which is unusual
in modern editions. (It still represents a raised seventh, i.e. E♯.)

Fig.  12. Figured  bass  reference  chart  from  the  Toronto  Continuo  Collective
(www.continuo.ca/files/Figured%20bass%20chart.pdf), showing slashes through 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 9. A 5 with a backslash through the whole figure is given to mean a lowered 5th.

http://www.continuo.ca/files/Figured%20bass%20chart.pdf


Fig. 13. “Figured Bass Symbols”, by Robert T. Kelley 
(robertkelleyphd.com/home/FiguredBass1.pdf). Shows 5 with the diminishing slash as well 
as the normal 5-slash, and two variants of the 6-slash.

https://robertkelleyphd.com/home/FiguredBass1.pdf


Fig. 14. The proposed symbols as encoded in the Standard Music Font Layout (SMuFL) 



standard (w3c.github.io/smufl/latest/tables/figured-bass.html and 
w3c.github.io/smufl/latest/tables/figured-bass-supplement.html), 

which uses Private Use Area codepoints for music font mapping. SMuFL and Unicode have
different attitudes towards unification of glyphs, as seen from the fact that the digits 0–9 are
re-encoded here to serve as figured bass digits (they are encoded again elsewhere as time
signature  digits,  tuplet  digits,  fingering  digits,  and  Italian  and  Spanish  Renaissance  lute
tablature digits).

We  do  not  propose  separate  characters  for  the  two  allographs  of  the  normal  5-slash.
However, we do propose the forms of 5-slash and 7-slash that are semantically distinct.

(The diminished 7th at U+ECC0 in the supplementary figure is unifiable with U+EA5F; both
are lowered 7ths. The difference between raising and lowering 7ths has to do with which
stroke of the 7 the slash passes through, rather than the angle of the slash. This same pattern
can be seen with the diminishing 5-slash, where the angle similarly does not change the
meaning.)

Fig. 15. Entry on alterations to figured bass from  Teoría,  a  music theory website by José
Rodríguez Alvira (www.teoria.com/en/reference/a/alterations.php). No distinction is made
between forward and backward slashes, which are both used for raising a note by a semitone.
Note also the rare 3-slash, which we are not proposing: it is strictly redundant and is not in
SMuFL.

https://www.teoria.com/en/reference/a/alterations.php
https://w3c.github.io/smufl/latest/tables/figured-bass-supplement.html
https://w3c.github.io/smufl/latest/tables/figured-bass.html


Fig. 16.  Edward Aldwell, Carl Schachter, and Allen Cadwallader,  Harmony and Voice Leading
(4th ed., 2011) Schirmer, Cengage Learning, p. 52. 2-slash, 4-slash, 5-slash, and 6-slash.



The next group of examples is taken from historical publication

Fig. 17. C. P. E. Bach,  Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu spielen.  2nd edition, Part II
(Berlin, 1762). p. 17. 5-slash, with an explanation that the slash through a figure raises the
note by a half-step (Ein Strich durch die Ziffer … erhöht das Intervall um einen halben Ton).

Fig. 18. Ibid, p. 19. 5-slash, 6-slash, and 7-slash (this one giving a left-to-right slash).

Fig. 19. Ibid, p. 28. 4-slash and 6-slash.



Fig. 20. Ibid, p. 41. 2-slash and 4-slash.

Fig. 21. Ibid, p. 97. 4-slash used in-text (rather than inside a score).



Fig. 22. Ibid, p. 103. A 4 with a  double slash, in text and in examples (d). With that said,
modern practice would write 4-single-slash here: for example, in the first example of (d) the
key signature already would give F♯ as the default fourth, so raising it  to F  would only𝄪
require one slash. (For an example of such in modern practice, see p. 132 of the Bärenreiter
edition of the St Matthew Passion of J. S. Bach: a 6-slash is used below an A♯ in E major, to
mean F  instead of F♯.) The normal 2-slash and 4-slash are also shown.𝄪



Fig. 23. Ibid, p. 108. 1-slash (with a forward slash). An 8-slash could have been used for the
second (b) on the top line, but C. P. E. Bach chose to write ♯8 instead (using an x-shaped form
for the sharp that was common then). This character is not being proposed as it is very rare
and is not in SMuFL.



Fig. 24. Ibid, p. 118. An example of a figure (here, 5-slash) being used in plaintext, away from
musical notation.

Fig. 25. Ibid, p. 334. Figures 4, 5, 6, and 9 with slashes.



Fig. 26. Francesco Geminiani (1687–1762), The Art of Accompaniment, Op. 11. John Johnson,
London, n.d. p. 27. The diminishing 5-slash through the body of the 5.



Fig.  27. Michel  de  Saint-Lambert,  Nouveau  traité  de  l’accompagnement.  Christophe Ballard,
Paris, 1707. p. 11. The 4-slash (through the body of the 4) used for an augmented fourth
(Triton), thus raising it from the normal; and the diminishing 5-slash for a diminished fifth
(fausse-Quinte), thus lowering it from the normal.



Fig. 28. Guillaume-Gabriel Nivers,  L'Art d'Accompagner sur la Basse Continue Pour l'Orgue et le
Clavecin,  1689;  modern  faithful  re-typeset  by  Robert  T.  Kelley,  2001
(https://www.robertkelleyphd.com/home/nivers.pdf).  Here  4-slash  (with  a  slash  through
the  bottom stroke, not the  right stroke) is used for an augmented fourth, and 5-slash for a
diminished fifth.

Fig.  29. Jean-Marie  Leclair  (1697–1764),  Premier  livre  de  sonates  a  violon  seul  avec  la  basse
continue. Boivin, Paris, 1723. An unusual meaning for 6-slash as an abbreviation for 6/4/3.
(Leclair’s preface specifically states that this is not a major sixth, showing that that meaning
was becoming common enough to need explanation.) See Thérèse de Goede, Lucy Robinson
(2008) Figured Bass in Forqueray [with Reply]. Early Music 36 (1), pp. 168–172.

https://www.robertkelleyphd.com/home/nivers.pdf


Fig. 30. Leclair,  Seconde livre de sonates pour le violon et pour la flûte traversière avec la basse
continue. The author, Boivin, Leclerc, Paris, n.d. (1728), p. 11. The diminishing 7-slash (with
the slash cutting across the bottom stroke) and the diminishing 5-slash.



Fig. 31. Antoine Forqueray (1671–1745),  Pièces de viole.  Antoine Forqueray, Paris,  1747. 6-
slash the diminishing 5-slash, and the augmenting 4-slash (as in Fig. 27, Saint-Lambert) in La
Portugaise. Regarding the presence of an  accidental before one of the 6-slashes, see Fig. 28:
these 6-slashes are not raised 6ths, but are rather abbreviations for the combination 6/4/3.

Fig. 32.  Jacques-Martin Hotteterre (1673–1763),  L’art de préluder. The author and Foucault,
Paris, 1719. More examples of the diminishing 5-slash.



The last group of figures are taken from Arnold (1965)

Fig. 33. Arnold (1965: 512).  4-slash, 5-slash, and 6-slash, of which 5-slash also appears in
plain text. In this case the slash is a backslash through the horizontal stroke of the 5.

Fig.  34. Arnold  (1965:  602).  The  diminishing  5-slash,  with  an  explicit  statement  of  its
difference from the normal one: this slash goes through the body of the figure, not the tail.
(In this case, the slash goes in the same direction either way.)



Fig. 35. Arnold (1965: 657). 2-slash, 6-slash, and 7-slash.

Fig. 36. Arnold (1965: 675). 7-slash, also in plaintext.

Fig. 37. Arnold (1965: 688). 3-slash and 4-slash.



Fig. 38. Arnold (1965: 804). A reproduction of C. P. E. Bach’s use of 4-double-slash (Fig. 22).

Fig. 39. Arnold (1965: 804). 9-slash and 5-slash.



Fig. 40. Arnold (1965: 804–805). Le Clair’s use of the diminishing 5-slash and 7-slash (as well
as a 6-slash). As in Fig. 30, the diminishing 7-slash runs through the sloping stroke of the 7,
although this modern edition differs from Fig. 30 in having a backslash.



Fig. 41. Arnold (1965: 806). 9-slash in text, with a different stroke angle compared to Fig. 50.

Fig. 42. Arnold (1965: 818). More on Leclair’s use of the diminishing 5-slash and 7-slash. (On
why the 7-slash is receiving an alteration, see Fig. 48.)

Fig. 43. Arnold (1965: 821). A diminishing 5-slash passing through the body of the 5 (rather
than just the bottom stroke).



Fig. 44. Arnold (1965: 862). Slashes through 2, 3, 4, and 5. The 2-slash has the same meaning
whether the slash passes through the body or the bottom stroke of the 2, but the latter is
more common in modern editions. Additionally illustrates a historical convention that we do
not propose: the use of a  hooked slash (on 4 or 5) to denote lowering instead of raising. (It
might be related to the convention of drawing a flat through the figure, which looks similar.)



Fig. 45. Arnold (1965: 866): a statement of the normal practice – “a stroke through the body
of the 5 flattens, while a stroke through the top sharpens”.



Fig. 46. Arnold (1965:  867):  Carl  Friedrich Abel’s  (1723–1787) very unusual use of 5-slash
(using the usual diminishing 5-slash either as an abbreviation for 6/5, or as if it was a raising
5-slash), and the normal use of 6-slash (raising, contrasting with the lowering 6-hook-slash).



Fig. 47. Arnold (1965: 868). Leclair’s diminishing 5-slash and 7-slash, as well as his use of 6-
slash to mean 6/4/3. Note that the diminishing 5-slash sometimes appears with a forward
slash, and sometimes with a backslash; what distinguishes it as a diminishing 5-slash is that
the slash passes through the bowl of the 5.



Fig. 48. Arnold (1965: 872–873). The difference between the raising and lowering 7-slashes,
together with a discussion of some unusual historical practices.



Fig. 49. Arnold (1965: 873). 1-slash and 8-slash.

Fig. 50. Arnold (1965: 874). A discussion on 9-slash.



Fig. 51. Arnold (1965: 886). Flats passing through figures.
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a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L 
of P&P document? yes

b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? yes
5. Fonts related:

a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard? 
Kirk Miller

b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):
SIL (Gentium release)

6. References:
a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? yes

b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or 
other sources) of proposed characters attached? yes

7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, 
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? no

8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that 
will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  Examples of 
such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as
line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, 
relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information.  See the 
Unicode standard at www.unicode.org for such information on other scripts.  Also see Unicode Character Database 

1TPPT Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 2005-01, 
2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01)



(www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration by the
Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.

C. Technical - Justification 

1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? no
If YES explain

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? yes

If YES, with whom? Author is a member of the user community.
If YES, available relevant documents:

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
Reference:

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) music
Reference:

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? yes
If YES, where?  Reference: See figures

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely 
in the BMP? no

If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing 

character or character sequence? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either

existing characters or other proposed characters? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)

to, or could be confused with, an existing character? no

If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? no
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?

If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?

If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as 

control function or similar semantics? no
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? no
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?

If YES, reference:




